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CONSTRAINED ENERGY PROBLEMS WITH
APPLICATIONS TO ORTHOGONAL POLYNOMIALS

OF A DISCRETE VARIABLE

By

P. D. DRAGNEV' AND E. B. SAFFt

Abstract. Given a positive measure 17 with 111711 > I, we write 1l E Mu if
1l is a probability measure and 17 -)J is a positive measure. Under some general
assumptions on the constraining measure 17 and a weight function w, we prove
existence and uniqueness ofameasure >'\,y that minimizes the weighted logarithmic
energy over the class MU. We also obtain a characterization theorem, a saturation
result and a balayage representation for the measure >.~. As applications of our
results, we determine the (normalized) limiting zero distribution for ray sequences
of a class of orthogonal polynomials of a discrete variable. Explicit results are
given for the class of Krawtchouk polynomials.

1. Introduction

In this paper we shall investigate constrained energy problems in the presence
of an external field. Before defining the problem, we briefly recall the classical
and the weighted energy problems of potential theory. In so doing, we introduce
the terminology that will be needed for stating our results.

The classical approach starts with the concepts of energy of measures and
capacity of sets (cf. [T], [L]). Let E be a compact subset of the complex plane
C and ME be the collection of all probability measures with support in E. The
logarithmic energy of a measure ~ is defined by

1(iJ.) := J J log Rd.u(Z)d.u(t)(1.1)

and the quantity
VE := inf{I(,u) I ,u E ME}

is called the Robin's constant. If V E < 00, there exists a unique measure JJ.E E ME
such that I(JJ.E) = VE. The extremal measure JJ.E is called the equilibrium measure
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of the set E. The logarithmic capacity of E is given by

cap(E):= e-VE

For an arbitrary finite Borel measure J1, with compact support, the logarithmi<
potential of J1,is defined by

( 1.3) UJ'(;:) := log R dJ.L{t)

We denote the support of J1, by 5jJ.
The following properties of the equilibrium measure were established by

o. Frostman [F]: If cap(E) > 0, then

UI£E(Z) $VE for all z E C

Ui'J:{z) = VE q.e. on E,

where by a property satisfied q.e. (quasi-everywhere) we mean everywhere except

on a subset of capacity zero.
For the weighted energy problem we shall follow the scheme given in [ST]. Let

E be a closed subset of C (we no longer require boundedness of E).

Definition 1.1 A weight function w : E -+ {O, 00) is said to be admissible if it

satisfies the following conditions:

(a) w is upper serni~continuous;

(b) Eo :={Z E Elw(z) > O} has positive capacity;

(c) If E is unbounded, then Izlw(z) -0 as Izl- 00, z E E.

We define the external field Q = Qw by w(z) = e-Q(z) , Then Q: E -+ (-00,00]

is lower semi-continuous, Q(z) < 00 on a set of positive capacity and, if E is

unbounded, then

ForJ,L E ME the weighted energy integral is defined by

Iw(jJ)

(1.5)

=I(,u)+2JQd,u.
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From the admissibility of w we have that the first integral is well-defined. The
second equality holds when both integrals are finite. Furthermore, the quantity

v, = inf{l~.{JJ.)!.JJ. E ME}

is finite and there exists a unique measure .uw E ME such that Iw(/!-,v) = Vwo The
measure.uw is called the extremal measure associated with w and has the foUowing

properties:
U#w(;:) + Q(z}~F, q.e. on E,

U/L,,(z}+ Q(z)~ Fw for n.liz E SlA,

whereFw := Vw -J Q{t)dJ;Lw(t).
In the unweighted case (w= 1) on the interval {-I, lJ, Rakhmanov [R}

introduced and studied the problem of minimal energy of measures that are subject
to a constraint. 5uchmeasures arise in connection with the zero distribution of the
Chebyshev polynomialsofa discrete variable (cf. [5z, §2.8}), ";Co.'

,
x~N~

n J

tn(X} = 1 ". =0, N-

Here ourgoalistostudy the weighted analogue of the constrained minimal energy
problem in a more general geometric setting. 1n so doing, we also obtain new
genera! results for the unweighted case.

Definition 1.2 Letw: E -.[0,00) be an admissible weight function. A finite
Borel measure (J is called anadmissibl.econstraint for w if

(i) S(7 =E:

(ii) o-(Eo) > 1, where Eo is defined in Definition l(b);

(iii) 0" has finite logarithmic energy over compact sets, i.e. for any compact set K,

fLxK

log Rda-(z)da-(t) < 00

Next we define the class of measures

MU:={.u1\1.u11=1 andO~.u~O"},

where by JJ. s: a we mean that a -JJ. is a positive Borel measure. As a consequence
we have that if JJ. E MO' , then S/, C SO' = E. The analogue of the Robin's constant

for this problem is given by

v~ := inf{lw(,u) I ,u E Mt7}
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where.Jw(Ji.) is defined in .5)

Definition .1.3 A measure ~ E MlT such that lw(~) = V~ is called a 0"-
constrained extremal measurefor the weight w. Such a measure will be denoted
by A~.. In the unweighted case{rY:: 1) we omit the subscript w.

The constrained energy problem deals with the existence and uniqueness of
the extremal measure in question, its characterization and the investigatio&of its

properties. T~~following electrostatical interpretation justifies our interest in this
type of problem. LetEbe a plane conductor and place a positive unit charge on
E. If the force between two charged particles is proportional to the reciprocal of
their distance, then the distribution of the charge with minimal energy will be J].E.
If, in addition, an external fieldQ= log( I jw) is present, then the solutio&will be
J].,,', Now what. if we relax the condition that E is a conductor and assume, more
generally, that E consists of matter with varying conductivity, what is known as
continuous media (see [LL])? Then one way to accommodate that generality in our
mathematical model is to invoke a constraint a on E.

Remark 1.4 Notice that if ()" ?;,uw, then the extremal measure will not depend
on the constraint and will coincide with ,uw.1n this sense, the constrained energy
problem generalizes the weighted energy problem.

The outline of this paper is the following. In Section 2 we state our main results,
the analogue of Frost man's characterization theorem, the satUration property, and a
balayage representation of the extremal measure, as well as some corollaries. The
proofs are presented in Section 5. Section 3 is devoted to studying the asymptotic
behavior of the zerosofLp-extremal po.1ynomialsgeneratedby a distribution withjumps 

at N points. In particular we obtain explicit results for ray sequences for1he
Krawtchouk polynomials. In Section 4 we find explicitly the constrained extremal
measure for several special cases.

2. Statements of main results

In this section we state our main results, deferring their proofs to Section 5. We
start with the fundamental theorem, which asserts the existence and uniqueness
of the constrained extremal measure and also provides us with a criterion for
recognizing that measure.

Theorem 2.1 Let w = e-Q be an admissible weight on a closed set E and 0" be
an admissible constraint for w. Let V~ be defined as in (1.8). Then the following

properties hold:

(a) V~ isfinite.
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(b) There exists a unique measure A = A';,; E M" such that

I".();) = v:

(c) There exists a constanf~ such that

U),(z) +Q{z) ~ ~ holds (0" -'\) a.e

and

ho/dsforaU ZE$,\U >' (- ) Q( - ) <-r:'IT ~ + ..~rw

(2.2)

: 

d) If J.L EM"" has compact support and there exists a constant c such that

U~(z) + Q(z) ~c holds (0'- fJ-J a.e,

and

U"{z) + Q(z)~ c holds JJ. a;e..,(2.4)

then p =~.

(e) For every measurelJ; EM/7 with compact support we define

= essinfO'-,,(U"\x)+Q(x»
FIJ

= max{K E RfU~(x) + Q(x) ~ K holds ((1 -J,L)a.e.}

Then F~ ~ FA. Moreove1; if the polynomial convex hull ofS/, U SA has
two-dimensional Lebesgue measure zero, then F~ = FA implies .u = A. (In

particula1; the last assertion holds if E c R..)

Remark 2.2 From the proofwe shall see that SA~ cEE for some E > 0, where

E. := {z Iw(z) ~ E}

Further, since w(z) is admissible, E. is a compact set and so the support of the

constrained extremal measure is also compact. Moreover, >.~ has finite logarithmic
energy since Iw(>'~) < 00 and Q is lower bounded on compact sets.

Remark 2.3 Lemma 5.2 below shows that if Ua- is continuous on C, so is

UA:., and if Q is also continuous, inequality (2.1) holds everywhere on Sa--A~. If,
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in addition, SO"-).~ n S)..o: ,= 0, which is the case in many of the applications, the
constantF~. is uniquely detem1ined and equals F)..o:' The next example shows that
if SO"-).~ n S).~ = 0, then the constant F::; need not be unique.

Example 2.4 Let E = [-1, I] u {2, 3], and let w = exp( -x2). Then d,u:" =

2/I""="tIdt/7r, t E [-1,1] (cf. [ST, Theorem IV.5.I]). Let 0" := 1.Lw + v, where v is
the Lebesgue measure restricted to the interval [2,3]. Then clearly .,\~ = ,u:w and
S).;: =[-1, l],SO"-).~ = [2,3]. Now it is easy to see that

sup (u>': (;:) + Q(;:)) < inf( U>': (z) + Q(;:!-I.ll 
[2.3J

md 

any number between the sup and the inf can serve as a value for F~.

Remark 2.5 The following example shows that the assumption in part (e) of
Theorem 2.1 that the polynomial convex hull of SA U S" have two-dimensional
Lebesgue measure zero is essential to conclude the equality of the measures. Let
E be the union of the two circles Izi = 1 and Izi = 1/2 and (J := wlzl=! + W~zl=I/2,
where l.IJ!zl=r denotes the normalized one-dimensional Lebesgue measure on the
circle 1=1 = r. Let w == 1. Then clearly A = ACT = wlzl=l, and for J.L = W:zi=1/2, we

have .F JA = F>. = 0, but J.L # A.

The next theorem gives more information on the location of the support of the
extremal measure. Hereafter we shall assume that Q(z) and UO'(z) are continuous
on E. Let J1.w be the unconstrained extremal measure associated with the weight~.

on E. Then the following theorem holds.

Theorem 2.6 (Saturation Property) Let 0" be an admissible constraint for the
admissible weight w = e-Q on E. IfU" and Q are continuous on E. then 5110 C 5 >.~.

Moreovel;

Remark 2.7 Theorem 2.6 has the following interpretation: Assume that the
measures /l.w and 0" have continuous densities, <p and 1/; respectively. Then the
O"-constrained extremal measure ).~ saturates the constraint 0" on the set B where <p
is greater than or equal to 1/;, i.e. (>"~)IB == O"IB.

It is natural to ask whether a theorem of this type holds if we consider ).~I and

).~2, where 0"1 ~ 0"2. We.shall prove the following theorem.

Theorem 2.8 Let E1 C E2 and w be an admissible weight on E2. such that
WIEI is also admissible and let 0"1, 0"2 be admissible constraints for w on Eland E2,

Consequently. A~ = 0" on any positive subset for a Hahn decomposition of the

signed measure j.L\V -0".
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respectively (this implies, by definition, SIT; = Ell f = 1,2). Suppose that 0"1 :5 0"2.
and let A I and A2 be1he correspondingO"i- and0"2-constrained extremal measures.

respectively. Assume further that U"2 and Q are continuous on E. Then

(2.7} \ ; ;; < \
A2 1;;;;;; -Al lS' t "'~1 Sa l -~ I;.,.

Next we derive some corollaries from the fundamental theorem.
introduce the foUowing representation:

We first

X<f -f\c7 )I+( \<f ) _0 \ + \ w~ \!'\)V $~\S~~A~ "w ts~-).~ -."1"2

"

Then).1 ::;:(Tr$"\SU-A~ ::;:: af and we can easily deduce the following fact about ).2.

Coronary 2.9 IfUO' andQ are contin!J.ous on E and ).2(S(7->-:::) > 0, then
A2 ::;: Cl/, where C ::;:1 -a(SO' \SO'->-:::) > 0 and 1/ is the weighted equilibrium

measure on SO'~>-::: withexternalfie.id

(2.9) Qo:= {Vcr! +Q}/c.

We now introduce the dual problem. For 0 < t < no-]! we define

(2.10) M'" :;::;:1'u'lfl t' lt'=t and 0 < II < q }tIt'",:rt -t'"-

and let'\O" (t,w) be the solutioft of

I..V(A"(t,W}) = inf{Iw{JI.} IJl.EMf}

Note that >"'(t,w) =t>'~./(.
Theorem 2.1 can be reformulated for this case and then we obtain the following

corollary.

Corollary 2.10 With the above noJations, ifUO" and Q = log(ljw) are
continuous on E and E is compact, then

0' -)."(t,w) ==)."(S,v),

where t+s= 110-11 and v = exp((UU + tQ)fs),

Remark 2.11 The proof of this corollary follows by simply rewriting the
equations (2.1) and (2.2) for (J" -),U{t,w). The assumptions on UU, Q, and E
guarantee that the weight v is admissible.
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Example 2.12 Let.u be a probability measure with continuous logarithmic
potential and compact support E and let Wc denote generically the weight wc(x) :=
exp(UclJ/2).. Then if C, c' are positive real numbers with (1 /c) + (1/ c') = 1 we
obtain from Corollary 2.10 the formula

-1 \ 'IJ l' y,'1J
1.1 --/\ +-/\,... C IV, c' Wc'

{Consider A~ = CA~(l/c, wc}and A~:= c' A~(r/c',..wcIJ and use (2.r1),)

Now suppose I < c <2 and setA(':= A~. lt is easy to show that in this case the
solution of the unconstrained problem onE with weight w('is given by (see (1.6))

C,u
-+
2 -~)J,LE"(2.13) -PIV" ~

where J1,£ is the equilibrium measure on E(note that the continuity of U~ implies

cap{E} > 0, because J1, has a finite logarithmic energy). Therefore, we have J1,wc ?:

cJ.L/2andbythesaturationtheoremweobtainAc?: cJ1,/2. Thus, ifa' := (.c/(.2-c})J1"
, I. .

then A(. = CJ.L/2 + (1 -C/2)ACT , where ACT IS the a'-extremal measure on EWIth

weight W: 1. This fact, when combined with (2.12) in the casec > 2, yields the

general formula

~+
2(2..14) AI;- =

for everyc > 1, c # 2, and Ac=.u when c =2.

The following theorem provides a practical method for determining A~ from

knowledge of the set

~" 

:= {zj UIA".o(z) + Q(z) .$: Fw

Notice thatS"" C S:'" (see (1.6)).

Theorem 2.13 (Balayage Representation) LetE be a compact set and a be an
admissible constraint for Ihe admissible weigh.t w = e-Q on E. Suppose U'" and
Q are continuous on E and let J1.v be the solution to the unconstrained extremal
problem for probability measures on E with weight v = exp( (U'" + Q) / (ilall -1)).
Assumefurther thatS"" C s:,.,. (in particular this is lrue if s:,.,. = S", = E). Then

T := a -;..~. = (J[alt -1 )J1.v. Moreovel; the a-constrained extremal measure ;..~. has
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the repre.5entation

\0' = 0' -O'+~
/I",(2.16)

Chapter IV} l?f (1 and .u,where;::;: and ~ are the balayage measures {see [L;
onto ST-

Remark 2.14 This theorem completely settles the case when s;" = S".. In

the case when w == I, the set S~.. is the whole complex plane and the following

corollary holds.

Corollary 2.15 Let a be an admissible constraint with respect to w=L.on
the compact set Eand UI7 be continuous on E. Then the measure 7:=a- ),~ =

(I[.al[- 1 ).uv. where .uvis the solution to the unconstrained weigh.ted energy problem
onSI7 with }1-'eight v := exp( UO'!(J1O'II-I)). The a-constrained extremal measure ),0'

ha!)' the representa/ion

a+J1.S,(2 7) ).," =0:

Now we pay special attention to the support of A~.. whenEisa subset of the real.tine..

Theorem 2.16 Let E c Rbe closed and (J be admissible constraintforw = e-Q

on E. Suppose I is an open interval and I.C E.

nJ is an interval.(a) JfQis convex on I. thenS,x:

n.l is an interval.(b)IfEC [0,00) and _x-Q!(x) increases oni, thenS>.,';

3. Zero distribution of minimal polynomials in the discrete Lp norm

In this section we present the main application -the weighted analogue of
Rakhmanov's result [R] on the zero distribution of orthogonal polynomials in a

discrete variable. In particular, we obtain weak" asymptotics of "ray sequences"

of Krawtchouk polynomials.

Definition 3.1 A triangular scheme of points {1/0,N < 1/1..N <... < 1/N,N}~~11s

called admissible for the finite interval.{a, b] if:

(i) The measures //N := (1IN) L~=o6{17;,N) (here 6(;;) is the discrete measure
with mass one at z) converge weak" to a measure // with support 5" = [a,b}

and continuous logarithmic potential on C.
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(ii) The polynomials
N

(3 1) R () II (.,yX:= x -11i.N
;=0

associated with the scheme, satisfy the property

(3.2) jR~¥{!7k,N)fICN e';;:Q"('7.J as N -00 and1]k,N -1], k = k(N)

Now we provide two important examples of admissible triangular schemes.

Lemma 3.2 The scheme {1J!,N }~b;= ris admissib.lefor the finite interval [a, b].
if either

(A) condition (i)ofDefinition3.1hol.ds and

(ii1 there exists a constant p> 0 s~ch that mini j1]i+J ,N -lIi,NI. > piN for

every N;

or

(B} {1];,N }~o are the zeros of a system of orthogonalpolynomials with respect to a

weight W(x), where W> Oa.e. (with respect to Lebesgue measure) on fa, bJ
and has finite moments (for example, the Chebyshev polynomials of first or.

second kind), in which case dll= l/.7rJ(b-x){x-a)dx is the equilibrium
distribution for [a, bJ..

Observe that the dist~ce between two consecutive zeros of the N-th degree

Chebyshev polynomials near the endpoints -1 and 1 is oforder IjN2 and so their
admissibility is not handled by (A). It is an interesting question to characterize the
admissibility of a triangular scheme, but we leave this for a future work.

In what follows we shall assume that {WN} is a sequence of positive continuous
weights on [a, b] that converge unifonnly to a positive continuous weight w. Fix
p > 0 and, for each N ~ 1 and 0 ~ n. ~ N, let P~,N be the monic polynomial of
degree n that has minimal discrete Lp nonn on the set rN := {T}i,N}~O with respect
to the weight ~, that is

II~p~,Nllp,1'N -

min II~Pnllp'1"N
Pn=X"+'"

In particular, when p = 2, we obtain the orthogonal polynomials with varying

weight wl,.F on the discrete set TN. In the case p = 00 the norm above is the sup
norm and the extremal polynomials are the extremal Chebyshev polynomials.
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The next theorem deals with theasymptoticsofthe polynomials P~.N for pairs

(nj,Nj),wherenj-'" oo,Nj 00 and (Njlnj) C> 1 asj 00. Note that then
<1j := (Nilnj)ZlNf CZI ~; 0", where the measure 0" is an admissible constraint on
[a, b] for the weight wand has a continuous logarithmic potential..

Theorem 3.3 Let {7Ji,N }~o;= I be an admissible triangular scheme and let
{WN} be a sequence of continuous positive weights on(a,b] uniformly converging
to apositive weightw. Let {P~,N} be the associated monic Lp-extremal polynomials
and(nj,~) be a sequence suchthatnj -.00, and ~/ni -C > 1 asj- 00. Then
(withn = nj, N = ~) we have

(3,4}

.\(1XP ' -+ /I
",N W' as J -cx:

where XP,:,N := (1Jn) Lp'~N(Z}=O 6(z) is the normalized zero counting measure of
Prl,N' the measureD' = CII'(seeDefinition 3.1), and ,;I.~, F~ are as in Theorem 2.1.

We now investigate the asymptotic zero distribution and the n-th root of the
discrete norms of the Krawtchouk polyn,omials (cf. [Sz. §2.82])

wherep,q > 0, p + q = Tnese polynomials are orthonormal with respect to

where 8(i) is the unit measure with mass point at i, i = 0,1, ...,N. As is well
known the zeros ofkn are all simple and lie in the interval (O,N). They are also
separated by the mass points of the measure of orthogonality. We shall convert the
problem to the interval (0,1] by scaling the polynomials. LetPn(x) = Pn(x,p,N) :=

An,Nkn(Nx,p,N), where the factor

A -
(~1/2 n,N -

n (pQ)n/2n!N-n
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is chosen so that P nhas leading coefficient one. Then the polynomialsP n(X) satisfy
the orthogonality relation

(3.7) n,m= 0, 1, N.

AlsoPn is the discrete L2-minimal polynomial, i.e.

(3.8) IIP"fr;f(~ n=O, ,N.mm
p,,;=x" +

Here the triangular scheme of points is TN== {iIN}~o. We shall find the asymptotics
of Pn when1\fjlnj-'C > 1 as} -.00.. Consider the weights WN(X) to be piecewise
linear with nodes at ilN andwN{ijN)== [(~)piqN-ip/(2n). It is not difficult to show
thatwN(x) -.w(x) uniformly on [0, I}, where

w(x)=exp[-tCj2){x1ogx +(1- x)1og( 1- x) + x 1og(qjp)-1ogq)]

Since the triangular scheme TN and the sequence of weights {WN} satisfy the
assumptions of Theorem).3, we obtain that xp. '-' ).,~ in the weak* sense, and
moreover, limj-ooIIPnlj.~~n= exp(-F~), where do- = Cd.x.

In the case whenp = q =)/2, known as the binary case, the constrained energy
problem that arises is analyzed in Example 4.2 of the next section. Thereby we

obtain the following theorem.

Theorem 3.4 Let kn(x,p,N) be the Krawtchouk polynomials and
Pn(x) := Ankn(Nx,p,N) be the associated normalized monic polynomials. Con-
sider the sequence N = ~,n = nj and M/nj -+ C > 1. as) -+ 00. Then the

normalized zero counting measures of P n and the n-th root of the discrete norms

satisfy

XP .:... \ 0-
n "'W asJ-oo

(3.10)

where
w(x) = [xX(l. _X}I-X/pql-X]-C!2

and dO" = Cdx on 1O, I]..
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In particulat; if p =:::q = i /2. Ihen

C"
d +-.-x

2(3

1)

XP, as} -+ 00

and

...
x E [O,r}U(t- r,ij

c
IC~2.1

1/lc(X ):~

~~3
(r -x)(l- r -x)

x E [r, -r\
2C

;TC~arctan

where r = 1/2-VC~/C. IfC~ 2, th~limit measure in (3.tl}istheLebesgl,tj

measure dxandthe constant on the right in (3.12) is .1 /(2e).

Remark 3.5 Notice that the Jimit measure in (3.11) has support [r ,I -r1 =

/2 -VC-=1/C, 1/2 + VC-=1/C] when C > 2, and has support [0,11 for
<C ~ 2. Thus,ifx;n,N) denotes the smallest zero of kn(x, 1/2,.N) we have

.x(n..N)11m sup ~ < ! -~:::1
J-OO N -2 C

for C > 2.,

and x{n,N) "

1im .--L-- = 0 for }. < C < 2.N ' -
)-+00

This fact was also proved, using elementary methods, by McEliece et al. [MRRW]
and plays an important role in their analysis of the rate ofa binary code. Recently
it was shown (see [Le]) that thelimsup in the above estimate can be replaced with

the ordinary limit.

Remark 3.6 Note that we can find the n~th root limit in (3.10) directly from

the expression for An,N, namely

Iim A I/n = ~(C-2)/2Jjjij
j--ooo n,N e(C-I)(C-l)/2'

which in the case p == q == 1/2 is precisely what we obtain in (3.12).
The asymptotic analysis of the normalized Krawtchouk polynomials for p # 1/2

is investigated by the authors in [DS].

where ).Cdx/iC-2[ =: ~C(X) dx is the solution to the constrained energy problem on
[0, I} with weight w == 1 andconstraini measureCdx/.1.C-21. The density 'i/lc is

given by
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4. Examples

In this section we provide some examples to illustrate the results and the
ideas introduced in the previous sections. We begin with the example given by
Rakhmanov in [R], which has application to the zero distribution of the Chebyshev

orthogonal polynomials of a discrete variable.

Example 4.1 (Rakhmanov) Let E = SO" = [-1, 1], w == 1 and da = C dt/2 on

[-1,1], where Iiall = C> 1. Obviously a is an admissible constraint and UO" is

continuous.
From Corollary 2.15 we have that (a- AO")/( C- 1) is a solution to the weighted

energy problem on [-1, 1] with weight exp( UO" /( C -1)). The corresponding

external field Q is

Since Q"(x) = C 1[( C -1)( 1 -xl)] > 0, the function Q(x) is convex on (-1,1) and
therefore S,,->.dis an interval (cf. [ST, Theorem IV.I.IO]). By the symmetry ofQ.
the support S,,->,~ must be of the form [-r, r], where r maximizes the Mhaskar-Saff

nmctional (see [MS])

1 J r 1

F(r) =logcap([-r,r])+- C - l if (x) /::?-:::?dx
-r TrY r- -x-

C 11

= log(r/2) + 2(c=1) - U#£1-,.,rJ (y) dy

c {log2 -log(l + J~) + J1""=-;2}= log(r/2) + c-=

Now solving
1 Cr = 0,

F(r) = :;: -(C -1)(1 + yf[=-;:!)

we get that the maximum of F(r) is achieved when r = vI -C-2
From Corollary 2.15 we obtain that with r = rc := vI -C-2

>.0' = (j -a + JJ.[-r.rJ'
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where a is the balayage of a on -r,rJ. and JJ.[-r,rj = dx/(7r#=-xz) is the

equilibrium measure for the intervalj-r, rJ.. For the density of a we have
(see CST, Section 1I.4])

d~ 1 {j -r 11} I."" C0' V t~ -r-
-=- +dO'(t) + -
dX 7f -1 r IX-ll~ 2

C 11 \/i2-=-;:2
27r? ~ xt ~- -: 2tdt + ~

V r~ -x- r -x- 2
(4.4) -

CV[=-rz
"U="X2

vr=?c c
--arctan 1_-""+ _2 '

7r vr- -x~
x E[-r,rl-

Using (4.3) and the fact that cVi-=-;:z = , we obtain that d>.17 = fc(x)dx, where

C

2' x E' [-1, -rJ..'Ufr,I],

(4.5) fc(x) :=
JT=?'
v;:r:::-X'f ,

c
-arctan
7r

x E [-r, r].

To compute F" we observe first that for r =rc

(4.6) F(r) = Fv!

where v = exp(-Q) (see [ST, Theorem IV.1.5(b)]). On the other hand
u<O"->"')/(C-I)(x) + Q(x) = Fv on [-r,rl, i.e. -U>"'(x}j(C- 1) = Fv.on [-r,r],
from which we derive
(4.7) pr = -(C-l)Fv'.

Using (4.2), (4.6), and (4.7) we obtain (recall that for r = rc, we have C.;r -r~ =
1)

)+1 0
2 1 (1 +V1=r2'(4.8) F = log --;;:F=51og
r vl-r. r I

The example below illustrates the application of our results for finding explicitly
the weak* asymptotics of the Krawtchouk polynomials in the binary case (p = q =
1/2). The general case requires finer analysis and will be considered in a future

paper [DS].

Example 4.2 LetE = [0, 1], the constraint measure dO" = Cdx, C> 1, and the
weight function w(x) = exp[-'(C/2)(xlogx + (1 -x) log(1 -x) -1)]. Then

Q(x) = (C/2)[xlogx+ (l-x)log(l-x) -1.l=-if/2(X)(4.9)
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From Example 2.12 with dfJ. = dx./!O,ll we obtain that

~4.10)

whereF~.h! denotes the extremal constant of the a-constrained energy problem on
[a,blwithw= 1. Now using (4.8) with r = 2vc;:-T/Cwe compute that

(4 1 )

for the case when C 1= 2. In the case when C = 2 formula (4.10) reduces to
A~. = dx.l[o.lland the constant F~= O. 0

The next example deals with the case when the constraint is the well-known
Ullman distribution, with normalized support on [.-1, .1].

Example 4.3 LetE =50"= [-,.1,1J., w == f,

dO"

dt
I I I Ul-.l

= C -du
11" III G=-t!

for tE [-1,1],

where I > 0 and Iiall = C >.1. Then a is an admissible constraint with

continuous logarithmic potential. Hence by Corollary 2.15 the dual extremal
measure (a -).11)/( C -1) is the solution to the unconstrained weighted energy
problem onl.-l, 1] withextemal field

(4.12)

where >.CtlT/IC-2j is the solution of the constrained problem on [0,1] with
constraint measure C4xIIC -21 and weight w == 1. The constant p<tlTjlC-2! is
the corresponding extremal constant. To find this constant we observe that
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where ,u,,' is the weighted equilibrium measure for the weight w = exp( -'Y/I-x-I'}

with

1(;~ -:: r';'
2r( ~+!.. )" "

"-,

(cf. (ST, Theorem .IV.5.1]). Therefore, by the equilibrium conditions (1.6).
-uuf{.C- 1) coincides with !C/(C -I)}."Yfixl'+const. everywhere on -I,IJ.. SO,
on replacing xbyx/r, it can be seen (cf.. 1ST, Theorem 1.3.3]) that

d{a--\")
dt

for t E [-r, r],
Il r I-I U

=C;I/IJ~du
(4.13)

where C( l-Yl) == 1. Consequently the density of the a-extremal measure is given

by

r<1t[::S; 1,

d>l(7

df
(4.14) :# /(1 1 J-I 1r I-I )U" u

C-du -du
1T frl n=7! j.JI n=7!

ftr:5 r.

For the extremal potential we have

1
=F\v -Cyi!og-, r

x E {.-r,r],
A"

)u (X( 4.15)
1

-C,i log;, -r ] U [r 1]'.' ,~ F,v x E [.

where F}v = log2 + lj/(cf. [ST, Theorem IV.5.l]).
In particular, when / = 2 we obtain

, -rcJu[rc, 1],~J~, XE[-
7r

d>.t7

~ -

where rc satisfies C(l-~) = 1. The constant F" is given by

1
pr = log 2 + I - 0
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The next example deals with a case where the support of the constraining measure
is the unit disk.

Example 4.4 Let a = (Cj1t)m2, where m2 is 2-dimensional Lebesgue measure

ontheunitdisk{ZECl1zl :::;l}andC> 1, i.e.

C
do- = -pdpdO,

7r
O~p~ -Jr < 0 < Jr.-

Clearly a is an admissible constraint with respect to w:= 1 and its logarithmic
potential is continuous in C. Let ;\U be the extremal measure. Then by Corollary
2.15 we get that T := a -;\U is a solution of the unconstrained weighted energy
problem with weight exp(UU) fbr measures with mass C -1. The external field
-UU can be computed as follows:

= -§11{U17( -' -..
)

[7r7r

{Izl
=-2C}o

1 1 ! 1

log-:-pdp-2C plog-dp
1..1 'Izj p

(4.18)

= -Clzl21og Iii + Clzl2 log Iii
I

-ck, pdp

C Clzr
-2+~

for ILl :::; 1. Note that -UO" = Cloglz! for Izi > .1.

Now from [ST, Theorem IV.6.1], we obtain that 0" -).0" = (Cj7r)m2 on ]zl :::; r:=

J~l17C. So).O" = 0" -7 =0"./0,,1' where Dr, 1 is the annulus {z; r:::; Izi :::;.1}.

The constant FO" is given by

"'I~~ D .pr :: U (r) =U r:l(r)

1

::2C ! plog~dp
r p

Cr2

2
r21-~ -C?log- r -

-2

1
=:2 + ~logr. 0

In the next example we solve another constrained extremal problem in the
presence of a weight w ~ 1.

Example 4.5 Let w. = e-'y:2 and dO'. = Cdx/(1TV1=-x!), C > 1 on E. =
1,1]. Then dp.,v' = 2V1=-x!dx/1T (cf. [ST, TheoremIV.5.1]). We shall transfer
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the problem to [0, 1]. The new weight becomes w = e-2x, the weighted equilibrium
measure is dJ.Lw = (2/7r)( J( 1 -x)/x)dx, and the constrained measure is do- =

C/(7rVX~)dx on E = [0,1] (see [ST, Theorem IV.l,10]). If C :::?: 2, the

example is trivial; therefore we shall consider the case 1 < C < 2. By Theorem
2.13, we have that T = (C -l)J.Lv, where J.Lv is the solution to the unconstrained
problem on [0, 1] with weight v = exp( (Ua- + Q) / (C -1)). The corresponding

external field QI is

QI == -(ur + Q)/(C -1) == ~(Clog4 + 2x)/(C-

Since Q'{ = 0, the support ST is an interval. For Pn == 1 we have
IlvnPnlf(o,l] = v(I)n, which implies by the peaking theorem (cf. [ST, Theorem
IV. 1.3) that 1 E ST. So the interval is of the form [a, 1]. Now [ST, Theorem

IV.I.II] gives us .-~

C-l--

27r
+ cos e) de =

from which we find that a = 2 -C. So ST = [2 -C, 1] and by (2.16) we obtain

--
.).a =q-q+J1.W1,v(4.20)

where the balayage measures are taken onto [2 -C, 1].
Now we find the balayage measures in question. Since 0" is the equilibrium

measure on [0, 1] times the constant C, its balayage onto [a, 1] will be the equilibrium

on [a, IJ times C, therefore

c=
7rJ(x -a)(l -x)

dO'

dx
on [a, 1](4.21 )

Let JJ.w = JJ.\ + JJ.2, where JJ.\ = (JJ.w)I[O,aj- Then ~ = ~ +/J2- So for x E [a, 1] we

find

1 fa v(a -t)(l -t) 2 ~ d 2 [[=-;
=;10 (x-t)v(x=a)(l-x)';Yt t+;Y~

d~

(4.22) =

a
+ -,

7r,7(x -a)( 1 -x)
3.~
7r V x-:-;;

a
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Here we used the facts that

Hx-a --,
x

and
11a~.a-.t a
-~dt=-.
7r 0 t2

Now substituting (4.21) and (4.22) in (4.20) (recall that a = Z- C), we obtain the

density of the o--constrained extremal measure >..~ as follows:

c
xE [O,al,

7ry/X ~
d>'~
dx

-

xE 

.1a,..l.J..
C 2~

7r:fi(~ --;y ~

Ifwe transfer. back the problem to the interval [-1, 1], the solution>. * := >.~: is

xE{-r..r},
C

7rJT:'X2'd>..*

dx
-

c -2x U=-;:2

x 

E [-1 ..-r
]U{ r 1

], I. ,

7r.Jl -x"

wherer= va = ~. We see that ifC -+ 2-, then'x" tends to /l.w" which is
the solution of the unconstrained weighted problem. Indeed, if C ~ 2, the density
of the constraint measure lies above the density of /l.w', and that is why it provides
no restriction. 0

5. Proofs of main results

Proof of Theorem 2.1 (a) First we note that the function log[lz- tlw(z)w(t.)J.-1
is bounded from below on Ex E, which is an easy consequence of the definition
of an admissible weight; therefore Iw(,u) is well-defined for any ,u E M17 and

V~ > -00.
From the definition ofEE in Remark 2.2 we have

00

Eo = UEI/n'

n::l

Since O"(Eo) = C > 1 and 0" is regular Borel measure, there exists no such that

O"(EI/llo) = Co > 1. Then
O"IEl/no M "v=E

0"(E1/IIo)
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and

is finite, because I(ujE'/"II) and I Q d/l are finite. Therefore V~ is finite.

(b) The uniqueness follows exactly as in the unrestricted case (see [ST, Theorem

1.1.3 (b)]). Thus we need only prove existence.

First we verify the following:

Claim For sufficiently small f > 0

v: = inf{Iw(Jl.) I Jl. E MUll:,

Since E. is compact the existence will then follow from standard compactness

arguments.
Proof of the Claim First we observe that for every K > 0 there exists an t:.> 0

such that

(5.3) log [Iz -tIW(Z)W(J)]-1 -if (Z, t) ~ E, x E,.

Indeed, assume to the contrary that there exist K > 0 and a sequence {(Zn, tn)}~

such that

>K

lim min(w(zn),w(tn)) = 0
n-oo

for all n.log [IZn -tnlw(zn)w(tn)l-1 ~ K

Now choose any convergent subsequence, say {(z", t,,)}"ENo,

n ENo~Zn, tn) -(z, t) as n -+ 00,

where z or t could be 00. If they are both finite, we get a contradiction with (5.5)
because of (5.4). If one or both of z, t are infinite, then the contradiction with (5.5)

follows from the admissibility ofw; see Definition l.l(c).
Next we observe that for each K > 0 there exists an E > 0 such that

if t E Ef and z E E \ Eflog[lz-t\w(z)]-t >K

Indeed, it is enough to prove that if the sequence {(Zn, tn)..} is such that W(Zn) --+ 0

as n --+ 00 and w(tn) ? w(zn), then

log[lz" -t"lw(z,,)]- 00.as n-00
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To see this, choose a convergent subsequence {(Zn, tn)}nEN such that

Zn --.z and tn --.t, where z or t could be 00. If both z and t are finite, then

(5.7) follows because W(Zn) --.O. If t is finite and z = 00, then the result follows
from the admissibility ofw (see Definition 1.l(c)),because

Izn -t"fw(zn) :$: jznjW(Zn) + Itnlw(zn)

and the right-hand side tends to zero. If t =00 and z is finite, then

Izn 

-tnlw(zn) S Izn- tnlw(tn)

and the argument is the same. And finally, if both z and tare 00, then

Izn -tnlw(zn) ~ iznlw(z~)+ Itnlw(tn)

and we again use the admissibility of w.
Now we choose no as in part (a), i.e. a(EI/no) = Co > 1. The constant

K = K(no) > 0 will be chosen later. It will actually depend on no, the set E1/no'

w, and a. Next we choose 0 < f < 1/no so that (5.3) and (5.6) hold. In order to
verify (5.2) for this choice of f, it suffices to show that if J.L E M17 is a measure
with J.L(E~} = {j > 0 (here E~ := C \E(), then there is a measure 1] E M17IF:, with

Iw(1]) < Iw(J.L).
Now let J.L be such a measure. We decompose J.L as J.L = J.L( + J.La,

where J.LE := J.LIE, and J.La := J.LIE~' Note that IIJ.Lall = {j > O. Since

(0" -J.LE)(EI/no) > Co -I + {j > 0, the measure

(0' -.u)IEl/no
II := (;; -.u)(EI/no)

is a positive unit measure supported on El/nu' such that

0"1£1/"0<1/ -Co -1

Then the measure 1] := J1.E + ov E M""IE,. We will show that Iw(1]) < Iw(J1.) which
will complete the proof of (5.2). For this purpose we introduce the notation

< f.L, v >w:= f flOg [II -tIW(Z)W(t)]-1 df.L(z)dv(t).
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Consider the difference

I,v.(1J) -I".(JL) =< JLE +151/,JLE +151/ >w -< JLE +JL6,JLE + JL6 >w

= 62 <v, v >w +26 < J.L., v >w -< J.L6, J.L6 >w -2 < J.L., J.L6>,

(5.10)

Iz- tlw(z) dJ1..(t)dv{::)

_/52 K -2/5(}' -/5)K,

where the w(t) term in the integral is eliminated on combining the terms
26 < jJ.., II >w and 2 < jJ.., jJ.6 >w. Next we find upper bounds independent of
E and jJ. for the two integrals above. Note that

where N > 0 is an upper bound for Q(z) = -logw(z) on E.1/no" Such a bound

exists because Q(z) is lower semi-continuous and El/no is a compact set. Now, if
d:= diam(E'/no)' the inequality can be continued as

d
II

(5..11) ~ 2N -log(d) + ~ hi/no ii/no

Kl,

whereK1 depends only on the choice of no
For the second integral we have

where A := {t : dist(t, El/no) < I}. This is so because for t E Ef \ A the logarithm

~ 2N + J J log H dv(z)dv(t) -log(d)
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s negative. Since diam(A) ~ d + 2, we have

1 1 d+2 .12 S N -(.1. -o)log(d +2) + log -
!z -t l dJ1.f(t)dv(z)

An£, £1/"0

(5..12) 1
11:$ N- log( d + 2) + C 1 log

0- A A

~+ 2 da(t)da(z;
Iz -tl

=:K2

We see that K2like KI depends only on no and thesetEI/no' Therefore by choosing
K> 3. max(K1, K2) we guarantee that the upper bound in (5.10) is negative which
completes the proof of the claim.

By the definition of v~, there exists a sequence of measures {J1.n} C M/7IE, such
that Iw(J1.n) -t V~ as n -t 00. Since sUPP(J1.n) C E, and E, is compact, Helly's

theorem asserts that there is a subsequence, which we again denote by J1.n, that
converges weak" to a probability measure J1.. We claim that J1. E M/7. Indeed, iff
is positive continuous function with compact support, then

for aU n. Letting n -..00, we obtain from the weak" convergence that
J fd(a -.u) ?: 0, which proves our claim.

Now since w is upper semi-continuous, there exists a sequence of positive
continuous functions Wm(Z) on E, such that Wm '" w. The functions

-I

,Iz -t,)wm(z)wm(t)lGm(z, t) := log
m

converge monotone increasingly on Ef x Ef to log[lz -tlw(z)w(t)]'"'"
the monotone convergence theorem, we have

and so, from

(5.13)

I",(.LL) = limm-+ 00 !! Gm(z, t) d.LL(z)d.LL(t)

= limm-+ 00 (limn--+ 00 !! Gm(z, t) d.LLn(Z)d.LLn(t))

$ limm--+ 00 lim infn-+ 00 !! log[lz -t[w(z)w(t)]-l d.LLn(z)d.LLn(t)

= limn-+ 00 Iw(.LLn) = V~.

Thus..u is an extremal measure subject to the constraint 0" and the weight w, which
proves the existence assertion.
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(c) Assume to the contrary that there exists an xoE S). and a set K2 C Sa-).. such
that (0" ->'){K2) > 0 and

U>'{xo) + Q(xo} > lc> 12 > U>'(x) + Q(x) for all x EK2

for some constants II and h. Since VA{X) + Q(x) is lower semi-continuous we
obtain that there is a disk B.(xo} = {x: Ix -xo.! < q, such that VA (x} + Q(x) > I)
for all x E KI, where KI := B.(xo) nSA. Clearly, )'(Kt) > 0 and K, nK2 = 0.

Now we define a signed measure 1] to be (-q).) on Kt,f3(a-).) onK2 and zero
elsewhere. Ifwe choose 0 < a < 1 and 0 < f3< 1 such that a)'{KJ =f3(a-)')(K2),
we guarantee that 1] is a signed measure with total mass zero and (). +61]) E MI7

for all 6 > 0 small enough.
F or the weighted energy of (oX + 61]) we have

J.v(;\ +61])-1...(>') =.26!{UA(X) +Q(x)) d1](x) +6.2/(1])

(5.14) < 26.l/z{3{0'- A}{K2! -ljoA{KJJ + 62/{1]}

-280(1, -lz)..(KI)+8ZI(1J} < 0,

for sufficiently small 8 > 0, which contradicts the fact that J\ has minimal weighted

energy in the class M".

(d) Let .LL E M"" have compact support and satisfy the assumptions (2.3) and

(2.4), and let v be any element of M"". Then we have the representation

(5.15)
Iw(v) -/,.,(/1.) == 2f[U14(X) + Q(x)) d(v ~/1.)(x) +1(11- /1.)

?: 2 J tU14(x) + Q(x)) d(v -/1.){.\").

Here we use the fact that I(v -JJ.) ?: 0 (see [H] or [ST, Lemma 1.1.8]). To complete

the proof it suffices to show that

!(UI'+Q)d(v-J.L) ~O.(5.16)

Indeed, if(5.16) is true, then Iw(J.L) s: Iw(v) for all v E M" and therefore J.L = >.~..

Set
j(Z):= U"(z) + Q(z) -c,
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where c is the constant appearing in (2.3) and (2.4). Then, since (1/ -JJ.)(C) = 0,

inequality (5.16) is equivalent to

(5.17)'

To establ.ishthis inequality we write

where

E- :={z EE If(z) < O}, E+ :={z E E If(z) > O}

Since a?: II and (a -p.){E-) = 0, we have

(fd(v-JJ.)={ fd(v-u+u-JJ.}= {fd(v-u)~o.
JE- JE- JE-

Also, 

because 1.1.(£+) = 0,

k+fd{lI- J.L) = h+f dll~O.

Hence (5.17) holds.

(e) Assume that there exists 11. E MU with compact support such that FJA > F>..

By (2.2) we have that U>'(x) + Q(x) S F>. for every XES>.. Let).;1 :=).;/s,-..,

11.1 :=l1.ls~_",andO"I :=O"ls~-". Set).;1:=).;-).;\,11.1:=11.-11.1,and0"2:=0"-0"\.
Then, by Lemma 5.1 below, ).;1 (S>. n SU-I') = ),;(SU-I') > O. We have also that
11.2 = 0"2; therefore 11.2 -).;2 is a positive measure. The assumption F >. < F I' implies

that there exists an E > 0, so that

{u -,u) a.e. on S>. n Sq-" = S>.U>'i(X) ~ UlAl+~2->'2(X) -'e,

LetA be the set of points x E SA' such that (5.18) is not satisfied. Then (a-,u)(A) =
0, i.e. ,uIIA = alA. This implies that '\IIA :::; ,u1IA. Define'\; := '\lls~I\A and
,\~' := '\1 !A. Observe that,ul -,\;' is a positive measure. If,\; is the zero measure,
then we are done because ,u -,\ will be a positive measure with total mass zero,
which leads to the contradiction ,\ = jJ.. Thus, we assume that 11,\;11. > o. The

inequality (5.18) can be rewritten as

(5.19) \1"'I a.e.UA;(x) $ U<"I-A;')+(~2-AV(X) -EO,
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The norms of the two measures in (5.19) are equal and the logarithmic energy of AI
is finite; therefore by the principal of domination the inequality holds everywhere
on C, i.e. U>'(x) $: U"(x) -E for all x. Letting x -+ 00 we obtain the desired

contradiction. This proves the first part of (e).
IfF" = F>., we obtain in the same way that U>'(x) $: U"(x) everywhere in C.

Then the function U"->'(z), which is nonnegative and harmonic everywhere in
C\(S>. uS,,), even at 00, achieves its minimum at 00. Therefore it is identically
zero in the unbounded component of C \ (S>. uS,,). The unicity theorem (see [ST,
11.2.1]) then implies that I.L = A. This completes the proof of the theorem. 0

Lemma 5.1 For any v, JJ. E M", the equalityv(S"-I'J = 0 implies v = JJ..

Proof Assume that the measures 1/ andJ.1. are in t~e class M"', and that 1/(S",-1'

O. Let A be any Borel subset of S"'. Then

}=

//(A) = //(A n 80'-1£) + //(A n ~-I£) = //(A n ~-I£

~ q(A n ~-I£) = ,u(A n ~-I£) ~ ,u(A).

Therefore,
0

This shows that J.L -II is a positive measure with total mass .zero

J.L = II.

Now we introduce the following simple, but very useful lemma.

Lemma 5.2 If 0" is positive measure whose logarithmic potential UC7(Z) is
continuous on C and>' is a positive measure such that >. ~ 0", then U),(z) is

continuous on C.

Proof We shall use the fact that a potential of a positive measure is lower

semi-continuous on C. Then, by the representation

U),(z) = if(z) -if-), (z),

we have that U>'(z) is simultaneously lower and upper semi-continuous, and
therefore continuous. 0

Proof ofTbeorem 2.6 Let >.~ be the extremal measure subject to the constraint
0". By the continuity of UIr and Q, and Lemma 5.2, the equilibrium conditions

become:

u>.: (z) + Q(z) ~ F::;(5.20) for ZESa-).~,

u;x: (z) + Q(z) ::;: Fw for z E SA:(5.21)
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The equilibrium conditions for JJ.ware (see (1.6»:

U~w{z) + Q(z) ~ F,v for q.e. Z E SO'l

utL,,(;:) + Q(;:) ~ Fw for z E S~..

Combining (521) and (522) we get

U).~(z)- Ul'w(z) +Fw":;: F~ for q.e. Z ES>.:

By the principle of domination.(see [L, Theorem 1.27]) the last inequality is true
everywhere. On the other hand, for;:: E S"". nS,,->.:::, we get from (5.2Q) and (5.13)

U>':(z) -UJL.,(z) +Fw ~ Fw

.e.,equality holds on this set. From [ST, Theorem IV.4.5], we get

(pW!!.S~-A:ns...

Since onSt1->'::: \SJj.. the measure J.L." == 0, we can extend the inequality to the whole

set St1->'~ as stated in (2.6). This also proves that SIJ.. C S>.~.

To prove the last assertion, assume to the contrary that there is a positive set U

for (J.L", -a) such that a(U) > ).~( U). Let V := Un St1->':' Then (a -).~)( V) > 0

and by (2.6) we have J.Lw( V) ::;; ).~( V). But a( V) ::;; J.Lw( V) (since V C U), which

yields a contradiction. .0

Proof of Theorem 2.8 The proof is a slight modification of the proof of
Theorem 2.6. By the continuity of U"'2 and Q, and Lemma 5.2, the equilibrium
conditions for >.] and >'2 are

UAI (z) + Q(Z) ?c PI(5.24) forz E S(7I-~I'

(5.25) UAt(z) + Q(Z) ~ F] IorzE 5);1

and

(5.26) UA2(Z) + Q(Z) ?: F2 forz E S/72->'2

forz E S~2(5.27) U).Z(z) + Q(z) :$ Fi

First we note that since AI :5: 0"1 :5: 0"2 we have AI E MO"Z and by Lemma 5.1

Al (SO"Z-AZ) > 0 (unless AI = A2 in which case the conclusion of the theorem is
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trivial). Let Ai := AilsA nS -A and Ai' := AilsA noS'" , i = 1,2. It is clear that
\UZ2 I uz-Az

A;i ~ AZ and II A; II = A\ (50"z->'z) > O. From (525) and (5.26) we get

u>.; (zj~ U>'2->';'{Zj -F2 +F] for z E S).I nSD'Z-).z

Since SA~ c SA,nS"Z-AZ' by the principle of domination we can extend the above
inequality to the whole complex plane C. (Here we used the fact that >.; has a
finite energy.}

On the other hand, from (5.24) and (5.27), we get

u>'~(z) ~ U>'\(z)-F1+Fz for Z E SAZn S"'I-AI

U>'I(Z)~ U>'2(Z) -F2+FI forz E C,

(5.29) UAl (z} = UA2{Z}- F2 + F1 for Z E SA2 n S"'I-AI

Again, by [ST, Theorem IY.4.5], we obtain

0>'215 S>'lls~1-AI ~t-AI

Proof of Corollary 2.9 By Lemma S.2we have that V),:. is continuous on E,
and since Q is also continuous on E the conditions (2.1) and (2.2) yield

1 1
-UA2(Z) + QO(Z) ~-Fw
r r

on S.,.-.x:::

(5.30)
on S).2'=:"Fwc

that is, the probability measure A2/C, which has a finite logarithmic energy, is the
equilibrium measure on St7->": with external field Qo (cf. [ST, Theorem 1.3.3]).. 0

We now proceed with the proof of the Balayage Representation Theorem.

Proof of Theorem 2.13 Let JJ. := T/IIT11 (recall that IITII = 110-11 -1).

representation

The

1w(A~)=lIrI12{1(JJ.) + 2 J (-U" -Q)/lIr11 dJJ.} +1(0-)

shows that
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Iv(Ji.) ::: min{Iv(lI) III E MO'/llrll}(5.32)

From the equilibrium conditions for J.J.v we get

uI11"IIIJ"(zj- if(z) -Q(z) ~117"\lFl1 q.e. on SiT

on SlJvu""'II",,(z)- U"'(z) -Q(z) ~ IIrllFv

Furthermore, by the equilibrium conditions for ,LLw (see (1.6)) and the assumption

that Sl'" c s;.", we can extend these inequalities to

utlrll~v(z) -if(z) + U"".(z) -Fw ?: IIr11Fv q.e. on S"(5.33)

and

uil-rlll'u(z) -U"(z) + ul"'(z) -Fw $: 117"IIFv on Spu(5.34)

Applying the principle of domination to (5.33), we obtain that this inequality holds
everywhere (notice that all measures involved have finite energy, and therefore q.e.
implies a.e. with respect to the corresponding measure). Since (5.34) becomes

equality, we deduce from [ST, Theorem IV.4.5] that

(1Irll;LLv + ;LLw)ls.." :$: O'ls..",

so that 11,11,uv ~ 0", This shows that ,uv E MC7/II,.II, which implies that Iv(,uv) =
Iv(,u). The uniqueness of the measure ,uv now gives that ,uv = ,u and Sl'v = S,.,

To verify the representa!ion (2.16), we take the~balayage of 0" and of,uw onto S,..
We have q.e. on 5,. that VC7 = VC7 + const. and VI'.. = VI'. + const. Thus, from the

equality in (5.34), we can write

q.e. on S-r(5.36)
~ ~

if(z) -U"'(z) + U""(z) = canst.

Finally, applying the principle of domination in both directions, we extend this
equality to the whole complex plane, and by the unicity theorem ( see [L, Theorem
1.12']) we obtain 0' = T + iL";, which yields (2.16). 0

Proof of Theorem 2.16 The proof proceeds as in the unconstrained case.
(a) Assume to the contrary that S),: nI is not an interval. Then there exist points

Xl and X2 in the support S),: ' such that (XI ,X2) n S),: = 0. From (2.2) we get

,2U>':{Xi) + Q{Xj) ~ 1"';, i=
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The weighted potential U>': + Q is strictly convex on (Xl,X2); therefore

{U>'.':: + Q)(ax\ + (1- a)X2) < F~ for 0 < a < 1. The last inequality contra-

dicts(2.1), thus proving part (a) of the theorem.
(b) We proceed as in part (a), but instead ofa convexity argument, we observe

that x( U>.,':: (x) + Q(x))' is increasing on (XI,X2). Therefore the derivative of the

weighted potential U>.,':: + Q cannot change sign from positive to negative, which
means that U>': + Q will be either strictly monotone on (XliX2) or will decrease
and then increase. But both cases lead to a contradiction with (2.1). 0

We now proceed with the proof of Theorem 33, which requires two lemmas.
The proof of Lemma 3.2 is given at the end of this section.

7

Lemma 5.3 With the assumptions of Theorem 3.3 we have

(537) limsupll~ p"
ll rl.n <e-F:

N n.N p.TI\ -

j-"-+oo

Proof Set)-. := )-.~. Since V'" is continuous on C (recall from Definition 3.1
that if is continuous and that a = Cv), so is UA by Lemma 5.2. Furthermore,
by our assumption on w, the function Q = log(ljw) is also continuous on [a,b].
Now fix f> 0 and choose A :J S",->. to be a union of finitely many closed intervals
such that U>'{x) + Q(x) >F::;- e for x E A and )-'(AC) < 1, where AC :=la,b] \A.
Let )-.{1) := )-../A and )-.(2) := )-.tAc. Also define ail) := ajlA andaf) :=aAAc. Then

ail) .!.. )-.(2) asj --00. Let mj := 1{1];,N E AC}I. Since (mjjn) --)-'(AC) < 1, there

exists a jo, such that mj < n for every j > jo. Now let pn be a monic polynomial
with zeros {Yk}Z=1 that consist ofall1];,N E AC and n -mj zeros in A, chosen so that
the weak" convergence Xpn --)-. as n --00 takes place (it is enough to discretize )-.
onA). Then withQN(X) := log(ljwN(x» we have forj > jo

'"' ~n ( ) Ij(pn)
L..."k,NEA N 1Jk,N)!Pn(1Jk,N)IP

IIwi! . ji lin <
11wi! Ililn~

NPn,N..p,TN -NPn P;TN-

(5.38) :::; N1/(pn) exp{ -minT/"NEA[UXP"(1Jk,N) + QN(1Jk,N)]}

= N1/(pn} exp{ -[l:JXPn (TlN} + QN(TlN }]}

for some 17N E TN nA. Let 17 E SIT-.). be any limit point of 17N' say 17NI -.17 as /

Then
00.

(5.39) lim inf[UXPn (TJN,) + QN(TJN,)] ;?: U>'(TJ) + Q(TJ) ;?: F::; -E.
1-00
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.3]) and the uniformHere we used the principal of descent (see [L, Theorem 1
convergence ofQNo Now from (5.38) and (5.39) we see that

li~sup IlwNP~,NII~::N ~ e-F:+I
)-+00

Letting f -..0 we obtain the assertion of the lemma

Remark 5.4 We can modify the proof of this lemma, so that all the zeros
{Yk}k=1 of pn lie in TN (see [D] for details). This shows that the restricted Lp-
minimal polynomials (with zeros in TN) will also satisfy (5.37). Since any weak"
limit of the normalized zero counting measures of these polynomials will be in the
class M", we can use the argument in the proof of Theorem 3.3 to conclude that

(3.4) is also true for these restricted polynomials.

Lemma 5.5 With the assumptions of Theorem 3.3, let Pn(x) = xn + .--be a

polynomial of degree n with real simple zeros {Xk,n }z= I separated by the points of
TN- Assume that the normalized zero counting measures XP. associated with Pn

have }1-'eak* limit jJ.. Then

l ' . fll -"" P ji lin -Fl~m WN n..p,T,V ~ e ..
J-+OO

(5.40)

where :F I' is the constant defined in Theorem 2.1 ( e) for the limiting weight w

Proof First we note that by the separation assumption on the zeros of Pn, the
limit measure J1. E M".. :By Lemma 5.2 and the continuity of U" we obtain that
Ul' is continuous. The weight w is positive and continuous, so Q = log(l/w) is
also continuous. Let Xo E S"-I' be such that UI'(xo) + Q(xo) = Fl" Let ~ > 0

and set /:::"e := (xo -f,Xo + f). Furthermore, set 0-(2) := 0-16~, J1.(2) := J1.16~, and
Xp(2) := Xp 16(. Now we choose 0 < .5 < f such that the following are true:

" '"

(i) if} > }o, then IQN(Y) -Q(Y)I < f for every iY -xol < 6, y E [a, b];

(ii) ify E [a,b] and lY -xol < 6, then IQ(Y) -Q(xo)] < e; and

(iii) ify E [a.,bJ and lY-xol < 6, then IUIJ(2)(y) -UIJ(2)(XO)\ < eand

(I) (I) ( I) (" )IUt1 (y) -Ut1 (xo) \ < e, where 0" := 0" -0" -.

We can guarantee (i) because of the uni
(ii) is satisfied from the continuity of Q;
Ul'l2), ua(l) obtained by Lemma 5.2.

Let 66 := (xo -o,xo + 0), and write

I1 (x -Xk,n),
xt,nE6.

Pn.2(X) := I1 (x -Xk,n)'
.~k,nE~~

Pn.l(X). :=

form convergence of QN = log(l/wN);

and (iii) follows from the continuity of
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Then Pn{X) =Pn,j(X)Pn,2(X).
Since Xo E Sl7-1J we have that q:= (0- -/l.)(c::'6) > O. Let In be the num-

ber of zeros of P n in 66 and mil be the number of points in TNn C::.6. Then

limj","+~(mn-ln}/n =q> 0.. Since the intervals ((17k,N+17k-l,N)/2, (17k,N+17k+l,N)P)
around the mass points 17k "v are disjoint, there exists, for j sufficiently large,ar least
one interval containing no zeros of P", whose corresponding mass point is in C::.6.
Denote this point bY17N and let its adjacent mass points be 171 and 172. Then

li.rI:tinfll~Pnll~(;" ~ liminf.I~(T/':;')Pn(T/N)jI!n
J-OO )-00

'2)Now we obtain (assuming 0 <f<

1",* "' I 1",* I)II"
'IN -".r""N -1/2,

4 .. n
'1;;#'1i,NE6.

IPn,J.(rJN1!I/n ITJN -17i,NI)

2/n

~ U/4).rln(fIry;;;ery;,NEc.t 1.11':;'-11.i,N.J

Letting} -+ 00, passing to subsequences ifnecessary (so that 1]N -+ 1]), we derive

using condition (ii) of Definition 3.1 that

liminfj_oolPn,1 (17N)lffn(5.43)
{ (I) ?: exp -2Uu (q)}

utI)?: exp{ -2U (xo) -4~}

Here we also used the uniform convergence of Ui3N,2 to uaw on 66, where

1 ~
.BN,2 := -L.., 6(1Ji,N)

n
1Ji.NE6~

Next we find a lower bound for

We have that x~: -+ jJ.(2) in the weak'" topology, and moreover UX~~) converges
uniformly on l16 to UI£(2). Therefore, there exists}( such that for} >}I we have

(2)
IUXPn (y)- UI£(2)(y)! < E for everyy E l1e. But then for} > maxUo,}I), using (i),

(ii), and (iii) we deduce that

(5.44)
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Finally, combining (5.41),(5.43) and (5.44), letting E. -+ 0 and using the fact that
U,,<2) (xo) -+ U"{xo) and Uq(l) (xo) -+ 0 (this follows by the dominated convergence

theorem), we obtain

li~ infll~Pnl.l;~~ ? e-7'""
)--+00

which proves the lemma

Proof of Theorem 3.3 To prove the statement of the theorem we observe first
that the zeros of PN ,n are separated by the points of TN. Let.u be a weak. limit of
the normalized counting zero measures Xn of P~,N. Then combining Lemmas 5.3
and 5.4 we g~t

F"(5.45) e"

Since.u E M" and F)L ;=:: F::;, by Theorem 2.1(e) we obtain.u = >.::;. The measure

.u was any weak. limit, so we deduce (3.5). The equality in (5.45) implies (3.4).
This completes the proof of the theorem. 0

We now prove Lemma 3.2, which provides two sufficient conditions for
admissibility of a triangular scheme of points.

Proof of Lemma 3.2 We assume first that the triangular scheme satisfies (i)
and (ii') and let 17k,N -+ 17. We want to prove that this implies property (3.2) for the
associated polynomials RN given in (3.1). Let Si,N, i = I,... ,N be the N zeros of

the polynomial RN (by Rolle's theorem between every two zeros of RN there is a
zero of RN). Since the {Si,N}'S are separated by the {1Ji,N }'s, the nonnalized zero
counting measures XRN of RN converge to II in the weak. topology. Then by the

principle of descent (cf. [L, Theorem 1.3)), we obtain

limsuPN-+oo IRN(1)k,N)II/N = limsuPN-+oo IR~(17k,N)/(N+ l)I'/N

(5.46) = exp( -lim infN-+oo UXR:V (TJk.N))

~ exp( -U"(T1))

We now derive the lower bound. Let E > 0 and choose 15 > 0, such that 0 < 15 < E.

Let ~£ := [17- E,17 + E] n [a,b] and similarly define 66. Let IN:= I {S;,N E ~£}.I.

Then IN/N -+ v(6£). We now write

1/i,NEA..;;ck 1/i,NEA~

=: IRN,l(17k,N)1 x IRN.2(17k,N)I.
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From the condition (ii we can easily obtain

.JRN,I(1Jk.N')11fN~

from which we derive

v{L:..).
(5.47) 1I(b..),,(6.J:::: K.

Observe thatK! -.1 as E -.0, because v has no point masses.
To obtain lower. estimate for the other polynomials, we define v(2):=vl~~ and

.
flN.2 :=N L b"(1]i,N}

1/; NEc."..
Note that (3N,2 ~ //(2) and the corresponding potentials U~N.2 uniformly converge

(2)to UtI ort 66- Therefore,

(5.48) (2)
=exp(-if (11».

Combining (5.47) and (5.48), we get

We now let f -.-+ 0 and use the dominated convergence theorem to conclude that

U"(2){TJ) -.-+ U"{TJ). Since K, -.-+ 1, we derive

(5.49) ?; exp( -U"'(TJ».

This, together with (5.46) proves property (3.2) for the triangular scheme in

question.

We now prove the second assertion of the lemma. Let {RN} be monic orthogonal

polynomials with respect to a weight W(x) on [a, b}, where W > 0 a.e. on [a, b] and
has finite moments. Then we have that (see [ET])

IIRN\!~/N -.cap([a, b]) = (b -a)f4,..
XRN -+ II(5.50) and
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where II == ~[Q,hl is the equi.libriummeasure on [a, b]. The same argument used to

deduce (5 .46) yields

(5.51) lim sup jR:V(l1k.N! j jN

N-+oo

( 1111 ( ))~exp -V1],

'\

whenever ryk,N "-' ry, k = k(N).

We now detive the lower estimate.. For this purpose recall that the Christoffel
numbers Ak,N are positive and their sum AO.N + AI.N +... + AN,N = J: W(x)dx=:
K > o. We also have the representation (see [Sz], Theorem 3.4.2)

)2

'"
).k N =f

..fa
RN(X)

W(x)d.x
RN (Tlk,N.){X -Tlk,N .)

from which we find

If(W;
IRN(T1k,N)jl/N -

b~1

)f(2N)
1IRN"i/ N( 1>

-K(b -a)2

From (5.50) we thus obtain

b-a
4

= exp (- U"{n) for all 1] E [at!?}

By (5.51) and (5.52) we deduce the assertion for (B) of the lemma. 0
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